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Geodesics in Digital Pictures 
AZRIEL ROSENFELD 
Computer Science Center, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 
Digital arcs which are shortest paths between their endpoints are called 
(digital) geodesics. Several characterizations of such geodesics are given. In 
particular, it is shown that the arc A is a geodesic if and only if equal chords of 
(subarcs of) A have equal arcs; and that every proper subarc of A is a geodesic 
if and only if equal subarcs of A have equal chords. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Euclidean plane, a straight line segment is the shortest arc between 
any two given points. On nonplanar surfaces, other types of arcs may be shortest; 
for example, on a sphere, the shortest arc between two points is always an arc 
of a great circle. Arcs which are shortest paths between their endpoints are 
called geodesics. 
We can ask an analogous question about arcs in digital pictures: When is such 
an arc a shortest path between its endpoints ? This question can take several 
different forms, depending on how we define a digital arc, and on what type of 
distance measure is used to define "shortest." We shall see that, in any case, 
digital geodesics are not the same as digitized straight line segments. 
Section 2 of this paper reviews the definitions of 4-neighbor and 8-neighbor 
digital paths and arcs, and defines a digital geodesic as an arc which is a shortest 
path between its endpoints. Sections 3 and 4 characterize digital geodesics in 
the 4- and 8-neighbor cases. Section 5 reviews digital distance measures, and 
Sections 6-7 establish criteria for geodesics in terms of arc and chord length 
(where the chord length of an arc is the distance between the arc's endpoints). 
I t  is shown, in particular, that if equal subarcs of A have equal chords, A need 
not be a geodesic, but every proper subarc of A is a geodesic. 
2. DIGITAL PATHS AND ARCS 
A digital picture is a discrete Cartesian array of points whose coordinates 
we may take to be integers. The point (i,j) in such an array has eight 
neighbors: 
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( i - -  1, j  + 1) ( i , j  + 1) (i + 1,j  + 1) 
(i - -  1, j) (i, j) (i + 1, j) 
( i - -  1 ; j - -  1) ( i , j - -  1) (i + 1 , j - -  1) 
We call ( i , j+  1), (i - -  1,j), (i + 1,j), and ( i , j  --  1) the 4-neighbors of (i,j); 
and these together with the four diagonal neighbors will be called the 8-neighbors 
of (i,j). 
A directed path in a digital picture is a sequence of points P0 ,..., P~ 
(i0, J0),.-., (i~, j~) such that Pi is a neighbor of P i -1 ,1  ~ i ~ n. Note that this 
definition allows repetitions of points; i.e., a path is allowed to cross itself. We 
call n the length of the path. 
A path is called an arc if (1) the P 's  are all distinct; (2) Pr and Ps are neighbors 
if and only if /r  --  s I = 1. Note that such an arc cannot cross itself (since the 
P 's  are distinct), nor can it even touch itself (since P 's  cannot be neighbors 
unless they are consecutive in the sequence). 
There are two types of digital paths and arcs, according to whether "neighbor" 
in the definitions means "4-neighbor" or "8-neighbor." In the former case we 
call the path a 4-path, and in the latter case an 8-path; and similarly for arcs. 
Thus (representing points by ~'s) 
*****  and 
are 4-arcs; the first of them is also an 8-arc, but the second is not (since the 
points adjacent o the vertex of the angle are 8-neighbors of each other even 
though they are not consecutive in the sequence). On the other hand, 
, and  • ,  • 
are 8-arcs but not 4-arcs. On digital arcs see also (Rosenfeld, 1973). 
A path is called a geodesic if no shorter path with the same endpoints exists. 
Note that here again we have two definitions (4- and 8-). 
PROPOSITION 1. A geodesic is an arc. 
Proof. I f  we had Pr = P~, with r < s, then Po ,..-, P r ,  P,+I ,.-., P~ would 
be a shorter path with the same endpoints. I f  we had P, adjacent o Ps with 
r < s and i r - -  s ] > 1, then Po,.-., P r ,  P ...... P~ would be a shorter path. | 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  Po .... , P,~ is a geodesic, then for all 0 ~ r <~ s <~ n, 
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Pr ,..., P8 is a shortest path from P,. to Ps . In other words, every subarc of a geodesic 
is a geodesic. 
Proof. I f  P~ = Qo,.-.,Qm = Ps were a shorter path, then P0,-.., Pr-1, 
Q0,..., Q~,  P~+I,..., P~ would be a shorter path from Po to Pn.  | 
In the next two sections we give simple characterizations of 4- and 8-geodesics. 
In Sections 5-7 we relate geodesics to  distance measures, and derive further 
characterizations of geodesics in terms of the relationship between arc length 
and chord length (defined as the distance between the endpoints of the arc). 
3. 4-GEODESICS 
THEOREM 3. The following properties 
(x0, Y0), (xl, Yl),..., (x,  , y~) are equivalent: 
(a) 
(b) 
alternate. 
(c) 
(d) 
Proof. 
in the same direction, e.g., 
of a 4-arc A ~- Po , P1,..., P~ = 
A is a 4-geodesic. 
A cannot turn right (or left) twice in succession; left and right turns must 
x o <~ x 1 <~ "'" <~ x,~ (or all >/), andy  o <~ Yl <<- "'" <~ Y~ (or all >~). 
I xo - -  x,~ I + I Yo - -  Y,~ I = n. 
To see that (a) implies (b), suppose that A made two successive turns 
P~÷IP~+2 "'" P,-1 
P~ P~-.- 
(the argument for other cases is exactly analogous). 'Then the path along A from 
P~ to P,  has length s --  r; but there is a horizontal path from P~ to P,  of length 
s --  r --  2, so that Proposition 2 is violated, and A cannot be a geodesic. 
We next show that (b) implies (c). Suppose that the initial direction of A is 
horizontal toward the right, and that the first turn (if any) is a left turn (the 
proofs in other cases are analogous). Let the turns be at P~I'  P% ..... where 
0 < n 1 < n 2 < "- -< n. Then x o < x 1 < "'" < Xnl and Y0 = Yl ---~ "'" = Y% • 
After the first turn, A is headed vertically upward; thus x~x = x%+1 -- --  x% 
and y% < ynl+l < ... < y~.  By (b), the second turn must be a right turn, 
after which A is again horizontal and headed rightward, so that x% < x%+ 1 < 
' "  < x% and y% --~ Y%+1 -- --  y% ; and so on, proving (c). Note that (c) 
means that if we take any point Pm of the arc as origin, then the subarcs Po ,---, P,n 
and P~ ,..., Pn lie in a pair of opposite quadrants. 
Next, we prove that (c) implies (d). At each step along a 4-arc, either x or y 
(but not both) changes by 1. Hence if (c) holds, say x o ~. x 1 ~. "'" ~< xn and 
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Yo ~< Yl ~'~ "'" ~ Y~ (and similarly in the other cases), then the number of steps 
at which the x's increase and the number at which the y's increase add up to n, 
which implies (d). 
Finally, we show that (d) implies (a). Any path from (Xo, Yo) to (x~, y,~) must 
have length at least I x0 -  xn ]+]Y0- -Yn  ], since a coordinate can only 
change by 1 at each step, and only one coordinate can change at a time. I f  (d) 
holds, this is n; and since A has length n, its length is the shortest possible, 
proving (a). | 
4. 8-GEODESICS 
The situation in the 8-arc case is somewhat more complicated. An 8-arc can 
turn by either 45 or 90 ° , e.g., 
* or * * 
An 8-geodesic annot make two successive right or left 90 ° turns; nor can it 
make two successive right or left 45 ° turns if they take it from horizontal to 
vertical, as in the arc 
in which there is a shorter path between the endpoints (namely, a 45 ° straight 
line). However, an 8-geodesic an make two successive right or left 45 ° turns 
which take it from one diagonal direction to another, e.g., 
In spite of this greater complexity, we can still prove an analog of Theorem 3: 
THEOREM 4. The following properties of an 8-arc A = Po ,  P1 ,..., P~ are 
equivalent: 
(a) A is an 8-geodesic. 
(b) Xo < x: < ... < x ,  (or all >),  or Yo < Y: <, "'" < Y ,  (or all >).  
(c) [x0 - -x~l  =nor  lYo--Y~]-----n.1 
1 Since [ xo -- xn [ and [ Yo -- Yn [ must each be <n (each coordinate can change by at 
most 1 at each step), this is equivalent to max(] x0 -- x. ], ] Yo -- Y~ ]) = n. 
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Note that (b) can be interpreted as follows: I f  we take any point P~ of the 
arc as origin, then the subarcs Po ,..., P~ and P~ .... , P~ lie in a pair of opposite 
diagonal quadrants (----- quadrants bounded by the lines at :~45 ° through the 
origin). 
Proof. The x or y coordinates can each change by at most 1 from point to 
point along an 8-arc. Hence Ix o - -x~[~-n  means that successive xi's do 
differ by 1, and all in the same direction, in order to achieve a total difference 
of n; thus x o < x 1 < ... < x~ (or all >7. [In fact, we must have x~ = x o + i 
(0 ~ i ~ n), or all --.] This proves that (c) implies (b). Conversely, x o < 
x 1 < "" < x~ means that successive xi's differ by 1 in the same direction, so 
that Ix o --  x ,  ] = n; thus (b) implies (c). 
On the other hand, since A has length n, we must have 1 Xo --  x~ ] ~ n and 
[ Yo - -  Yn I ~ n; an arc of length n cannot involve coordinate changes of more 
than n, since each coordinate changes by at most 1 per step. Now any 8-path 
from Po to P~ must have length at least max([ x o --  xn l, tYo --Y~ [7" I f  (c) 
holds, say ] x o --  x~ ] = n, the max is n; thus A, whichhas length n, is a shortest 
path, proving (a 7. 
Conversely, if (c) fails, we have [ x o -- x~ ] < n and [ Yo --  Yn [ < n. Suppose 
that x o~x~ and Yo~Yn and that xn - -x  o ~yn- -y0  (the argument is 
analogous if any of these ~ 's  is ~) .  Then (xo,Yo) , (x 0 + 1,yo + 1),..., 
(x , ,  Y0 + (x, - -  Xo)), (x , ,  Yo + (x~ --  Xo) + 1),..., (x , ,y , )  is a path from 
(xo,Yo) to (xn,y~) of length yn - -yo  < n, so that A is not a shortest path, 
completing the proof. | 
5. DIGITAL DISTANCE MEASURES 
A distance, or metric, on a set S is a mapping d from pairs of set elements into 
nonnegative real numbers uch that for all elements P, Q, R in S we have 
(1) d(P ,Q)  = 0 if and only i fP  =Q,  
(2) d(P, Q7 = d(Q, P), 
(3) d(P, R 7 ~ d(P, Q) + d(Q, R) (the triangle inequality 7.
Suppose now that S is the set Of points of a digital picture. Three important 
metrics in this case are 
(a 7 Euclidean distance, defined by 
d~((i,j), (h, k)) ~ [(i - -  h) ~ + ( j  - -  k)Z]~/~, 
(b) city-block distance, defined by 
d4((i,j), (h, k)) =~ I i - -  h [ + I j - -  k 1, 
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(c) chessboard istance, defined by 
ds((i,j), (h, k)) =- max([ i -- h l, iJ - -  h i). 
[For the proof that these are metrics, see (Rosenfeld and Pfaltz, 1968).] It is 
easily seen that the points at city-block distance 1 frorn (i,j) are just its 4- 
neighbors, while the points at chessboard distance 1from (i, j) are its 8-neighbors; 
this is why we have denoted these metrics by d4 and d s . 
PROPOSITION 5. The length of a shortest 4-path from P to Q is just d4(P , Q), 
and similarly for d s . 
Proof. If  the length is 1, i.e., the path is P, Q, then P and Q are 4-neighbors, 
so that d~(P, Q) = 1. We proceed by induction on the shortest path length. Let 
P = Po, P1 ,-.., P~ z Q be a shortest path; then Po, P1 ,..., P~-I is a shortest 
path from P to P,~-I (Proposition 2), so that d~(P, P._~) ~ n --  1 by induction 
hypothesis. Since Q is a neighbor of P~,-1, we have d4(P~_l, Q) = 1, so that 
by the triangle inequality, d~(P, Q) ~ (n -- l) + 1 = n. Conversely, if we had 
d~(P, Q) ~ m < n, we could readily construct a path of length m from P to Q. 
For example, suppose that P = (i, j) and Q = (h, k), where i ~< h and j ~< k 
(the argument is similar if i >~ h and/or j ~> k). Since d4(P , Q) = m, we have 
]i --  h I + T J --  k[ = (i --  h) + (j --  k) = m. We thus have the path 
P0 =' P, P~ = (i + 1,j), P~ = (i + 2,j),..., P~-7, =' (h,j), P~_~+~ = (h,j  4- 1), 
P,-n+2 = (h,j  + 2),..., P, ,~+~-_~ = (h, k) = Q. 
This contradicts the assumption that a shortest path from P to Q has length n. 
The proof for ds is analogous. | 
COROLLARY 6. t:'0 ,"', P~ is a 4-geodesic if  and only if d4(Po, P~) = n, and 
similarly for d 8 . [Note that this corollary is a restatement of conditions (d) of 
Theorem 3 and (c) of Theorem 4.] 
6. ARc/CHoRD CRITERIA FOR GEODESICS 
For any digital arc P0 ,-.-, P~, we can define its chord length as the distance 
between its endpoints. In this definition, we will use 4-distance for 4-arcs and 
8-distance for 8-arcs. Thus Corollary 6 can be restated as: 
COROLLARY 6'. An arc is a geodesic if and only if its arc length is equal to its 
chord length. 
We can also give another characterization of geodesics in terms of arc and 
chord lengths as follows: 
643[36/I-6 
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THEOm~M 7. The following statements about he digital arc A are equivalent: 
(a) A is a geodesic. 
(b) Two subarcs of A have equal length if and only if their chords have 
equal ength. 
(c) Equal chords (of subarcs of A) have equal arcs. 
Note that in the Euclidean plane, condition (b) is satisfied not only by straight 
line segments, but by arcs of circles. (It has been shown by Herda (1976) that 
if C is a convex plane object satisfying the condition that equal arcs of C's 
boundary have equal chords, then C must be a circle.) Thus it is somewhat 
surprising that in a digital picture, condition (b) is equivalent to being a geodesic. 
Proof. I f  A is a geodesic, then by Proposition 2, every subarc of A is also a 
geodesic. Hence by Corollary 6', every subarc of A has arc length equal to its 
chord length, which certainly implies (b). Clearly (b) implies (c). 
Conversely, suppose A is not a geodesic; then the distance between the 
endpoints of A is less than its length n. Now A has subarcs of lengths 1, 2,..., n, 
and their chord lengths cannot exceed their arc lengths; thus the possible chord 
lengths are all less than n (since the only subarc of length n, namely A kself, 
does not have chord length n). I f  (c) holds, unequal arcs must have unequal 
chords; but there are fewer than n possible chord lengths to assign to the n 
different arc lengths; contradiction. | 
Interestingly, the other half of condition (b), i.e., the assertion that equal 
subarcs of A have equal chords, is not sufficient to make A a geodesic. For 
example, consider the 4-arc 
PIP2 "" P,-1 
po P. 
This is certainly not a geodesic, but it can be verified that its equal subarcs have 
equal chords. However, it turns out that arcs with this property must "almost" 
be geodesics, as we shall see in the next section. 
The results of this (and the next) section are all based on measuring chord 
length in terms of city-block distance, for 4-arcs, and chessboard istance, for 
8-arcs. What if we used Euclidean distance ? It turns out that this would be very 
restrictive. In fact, suppose that for every subarc B of A, the Euclidean chord 
length of B is equal to its arc length (i.e., to one less than the number of points 
in B). In particular, taking B ~ P i ,  P~+I to have length 1, we see that Pi and 
Pi+l cannot be diagonal neighbors, since for such neighbors the Euclidean 
chord length is 21/2. Similarly, taking B ~ Pi-1, P i ,  Pi+l to have length 2, we 
see that A cannot make any turns, since at a turn, the Euclidean distance between 
P~-I and Pi+l is 21/2. Thus A can have no diagonal steps or turns, and so must 
be a horizontal or vertical straight line segment. 
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If  we require only that the Euclidean chord length of A itself be equal to its 
arc length, we obtain a more interesting result. This requirement can be written 
as  
[(Xo - x~)~ + (yo  -y~)~]~/~ - ~ 
so that I x0 -- x~ ], l Yo --Y~ [, and n are a Pythagorean triple of nonnegative 
integers. It is well known that all such Pythagorean triples (a, b, c), where 
a 2+b ~ =c  z, are of the form 
a = k(p ~ -- q2), b = 2kpq, c = k(p 2 + q2) 
(or the same with a and b interchanged) for some positive integers k, p and q, 
p ~ q. For example, the triple (a, b, c) = (3, 4, 5) gives us 8-arcs such as 
Note that this arc is not an 8-geodesic. 
On the other hand, suppose that d is a 4-arc satisfying the Pythagorean 
condition. The city block chord length of a 4-arc cannot exceed the arc length, 
since each step along the arc contributes at most 1 to the chord length. Hence 
we must have 
I x0 -  xnl + I Yo -Y~ [ ~< n. 
I f  these numbers are a Pythagorean triple, we can write this condition (can- 
celing k) as 
p2 __q2 + 2pq ~ p2 + q~, 
which is equivalent to 
2pq ~ 2q 2 or p ~< q. 
But since p ~ q, this implies p ~ q, so that the triple is degenerate: it is of the 
form (0, c, c) or (c, 0, c). This means that I Xo --  x.  I =- 0 and I Y0 --  Y~ ] = n, 
or vice versa, so that the arc is a horizontal or vertical ine segment. 
7. NEAR-GEODESICS 
If  the digital arc A has the property that every proper subarc of A is a geodesic, 
we call it a near-geodesic. 
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THEOREM 9. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Proof. 
The following statements about the digital arc A are equivalent: 
A is a near-geodesic. 
I f  either endpoint of A is deleted, it becomes a geodesic. 
Equal subarcs of A have equal chords. 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) is straightforward. Also, if (a) holds, 
then all proper subarcs of A are equal in length to their chords, so that equal 
proper subarcs have equal chords; and there is only one improper subarc 
(A itself), so that (c) holds. We must now show that (c) implies (a). 
We first give the proof for 4-arcs. Clearly all arcs of length 1 are equal to 
their chords. Let the shortest proper subarc not equal to its chord have length k 
(if none such exists, we are done). Let B ~ P0 ,..., Pk be such a subarc; thus 
P0 ,..., PT~-a is a 4-geodesic, and we have (e.g.) 
x0 ~ x1 ~ "" ~ X~_l and Y0 ~ Yl ~ "'" ~ Y~-I 
but  x~_ a >x  k or Yk-1 >Yk;  i.e., x k =xk_ l - -1  (and Y1~-1 =Yk)  or Yk = 
Yk-1 - -  1 (and xk-1 = x~). Since B is proper, the original arc has another point 
Pk+1 (if necessary, we can take B in reverse order) which is a 4-neighbor of Pk ,  
so that xk+l ='  xk ,-4- 1 (and Yk+l = Y~) or Y~+I = Y~ :~ 1 (and xk+l = x~). 
The  city-block distance [x o - -x~- l [  + [yo - -Yk -a  [ from P0 to P~-I  is 
k - -  1; hence d4(Po,Pk) = k - -  2. If  Xk+l = xk - -  1, or Yk+l =Yk  - -  1, we 
have d4(Po, P~+~) = k - -  3, so that d4(P~, Pk+l) ~ k - -  4. Thus  the equal arcs 
P0 .... , P~ and P1 ,..., Pk+l have unequal  chords; contradiction. Hence we must 
have xk+l = xT~ + 1 or Y~+I = Yk + 1. Clearly if xk ----- xk_l - -  1, we cannot 
have xk+l ~- xk + 1, since then ( they's  being equal) we would have Pk+l = P7~-1; 
and similarly with the roles of the x's and y's  interchanged. Thus  there are only 
two possible cases: 
(c 0 x~ = xk_l - -  1,y~ =yk_ l  ; xk+l = x~,yk+i  =Y~ + 1. 
(3) x~ = xk-1, Yk - -  Yk-1 - -  1; xk+l ~ x~ + 1, Yk+l - -  Yk- 
In  case (a), x~ must be equal to one of the earlier x's. To  see this, recall that 
for 0<i~k- -1  we have either x i=x i_~+l  or xi----xi_~. Thus  if 
x o ~ x~+~, the sequence of x's must pass through the value x~_~ - -  1 at some 
point. But if x o = X~_l, the points Po ,..-, P~-~ are all eollinear, and Po ,..., P~ 
would be a geodesic by Theorem 3. Let x~ be the last one of the x's that is equal 
to x~_l - -  1; thus 0 ~ j < k - -  1, and we have x~ < Xj+l - -  - -  Xk_ 1 . This  
implies that y~. : y~.+~ < "- < Y~-I,  so that the (k - - j ) -po in t  subarc P~ .... , P~ 
has chord length (k - -  1) - -  ( j  + 1) : k - - j  - -  2. I f j  > 0, this arc has length 
less than k, which contradicts our assumption that the shortest proper subarc 
not equal to its chord has length k. It remains only to consider the case j ~ 0, 
where we have 
X0 ( X l  = X2 = " ' "  = Xk- -1 ; Y0 --~ Yl < Y~ < "'" < Y~--~ •
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But in this case the city-block distance from /)1 to Pk+l is i x~+l -  x l ] -F  
] Yk+x - -  Y~ ] ~-- 1 + (k - -  1 ) - -  k. Thus  the equal arcs Po,..., P~ and P~ .... , P~+~ 
have unequal  chords; contradiction. The  proof in case (t3) is analogous, as are 
the proofs for the other orderings of the x's and y's. 
In  the 8-arc case, let B = P0 ,..., P~ be defined analogously; thus P0 ,..., P~-I  
is an 8-geodesic, so that (e.g.) 
x0 < xl < "'" < xk-1 but  x~ ~< xk-1 • 
Suppose it were not  true that Yl < Y2 < "'" < Y~-I < Yk ; i.e., suppose we 
had l y; - -  yk ] < ] j  - -  k [ for some 1 ~ j  ~< k. Then  ds(Pj, P~) = max(] xj - -  x7¢ 1, 
] y~- - -  y~ 1) = max[(k - -  j - -  1), ] yj  - -  Yk t] < k - -  j ,  contradicting the fact 
that the subarc Pj,..., P~ has length <k  and so must  be a geodesic by our 
choice of k. Thus  we must have 
Yl <: Y2 < "'" < YI~ but  Yo >~ Yl ,  
where the last inequality must hold because otherwise Po ,.--, P~ would be a 
geodesic. It  follows that ds(Po, Pk) is either k - -  2 (if xk < x7c-1 and Y0 > Yl) 
or k - -  1 (otherwise). 
As in the 4-case, A has another point Pk+l,  and ds(P 1 , P~+I) must be the 
same as ds(P0, Pk). Suppose first that xk < x~_l and Yo < Y l ,  so that this 
distance is k - -  2. Then  we cannot have Yk+l >/Y~, since this would give us 
Yk+l - -Y l  > k - -  2; thus Yk+l =Yk  - -  1. I f  x~+ 1 = xk + 1, we would have 
Pk+l ~ Pk-1 ; if xk+l ~ xk, P7~+1 would be a neighbor of P1~-1 ; and if x7~+1 =
x k - -  1, P~+I would be a neighbor of P~-2 • Hence this case is impossible. 
Next, suppose xk < x~_ 1 and Y0 = Y l ,  so that ds(P0, P~) = k - -  1. Here we 
cannot have Yk+l > Yk, since this would make Yk+l - -  Yl ~ k; and we cannot 
have Y~+I < Yk just  as in the preceding paragraph; thus Ye+l ~Y~.  Here 
x~+l ~ xk is impossible since P~+I =fi Pk ,  and x~+ 1 ~- x~ + 1 is impossible 
since Pk+l is not a neighbor of Pk-1 ; thus x~+ 1 ~ x k - -  1. But this readily 
implies that ds(Pk_ 1 , Pk-2) = 2, contradicting our choice of k. 
Finally, suppose that x~ = xk-1 • Here again we cannot have Y~+I > Y~, and 
we also cannot have Yk+l ~< Yk since this would make Pe+l a neighbor of (or the 
same as) Pk-1 • Thus  this case too is impossible, and the proof is complete. | 
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Note added in proof. At the end of Section 6 we showed that if the Euclidean chord 
length of any subarc B of A is equal to B's arc length, as measured by one less than the 
number  of points in B, then A must be a horizontal or vertical ine segment. If we instead 
measure the arc length of B by its number of horizontal or vertical steps, plus V'5- times 
its number  of diagonal steps, then readily A still cannot make any turns, so that it must 
be a horizontal, vertical or diagonal ine segment, 
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